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Abstract
Namibia is one of the top five countries where HIV/AIDS is at epidemic
proportions and thousands of Namibian children have become innocent victims
of the disease. Research on children's lived experience of HIV/AIDS in Namibia

is needed in nursing literature. The purpose of this project is to answer the
question: What is it like to grow up in a society where AIDS is the leading cause
of death and HIV infection rates are at epidemic proportions? tVladeleine
Leininger's Culture Care Theory will guide the research. An ethnonursing
methodology that incorporates hermeneutic phenomenology will be used to
answer the research question and describe and interpret what it is Iike for
children to grow up in the midst of an HIV/AIDS epidemic. Semi structured
conversations with children will be taped and transcribed. Drawings and photos
by children will facilitate conversations about meaningful events and significant

persons in their lives. Data analysis will discover patterns and core themes that
describe what it is like for children to grow up in a societywhere HIV/AIDS is an

epidemic. Findings will provide new insight into providing culturally congruent
care to children and identify ways of improving children's' health and well-being

to guarantee their futures.
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Chapter One
lntrod uction

Twenty-five years since its first discovery, Human lmmuno-deficiency

Virus and Acquired lmmune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS), has claimed 4g
million lives worldwide according to the World Health Organization (WHO), 2006.
The world's biggest crisis today is not the war in lraq but the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

Worldwide, HIV/AIDS claimed 3 million lives last year and another 38.G million
people live with the disease today (2006). This devastating disease weakens and
destroys the body's immune system, leaving one vulnerable for opportunistic

infections. ln the United States HIV/AIDS has shown an increase in the past few
years secondary to an increase in intravenous drug abuse and unprotected sex.

According to the Minnesota Public Health Department (2006) there are over
300,000 Americans diagnosed with AIDS and 800,000 infected with HlV. The
most rapid spread of the disease is occurring among African Americans, women,
children, and intravenous drug users and their sexual partners.
Globally, the continent of Africa has suffered the greatest from the
ovenvhelming affects of HIV/AIDS. The United Nations Program on AIDS

(UNAIDS),2006, reported that, "...640/0 of all people Iiving with HIV live in subSaharan Africa". Despite an increase in AIDS funding globally, only 1T% of
HIV/AIDS affected people living in sub-saharan Africa have access to
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antiretroviral medications. A person can live many years with the virus if they
receive antiretroviral medications, proper nutrition, and live in a healthy

environment. Unfortunately, the populations most affected by HIV/AIDS live

in

third world countries where medication is scarce and poverty and hunger are the
realities of life.

The greatest heartbreak of the HIV/AIDS epidemic is the mass number of
children orphaned and left vulnerable as the result of this disease. Every 14
seconds, somewhere in the world a child is orphaned byAlDS (Minnesota
Department of Health, 2006). UNICEF (2006) estimates that by the year 2010,

over 18 million African children will have lost one or both parents to HIV/AIDS.
The majority of these children reside in sub-Saharan Africa.
Namibia, an independent country in sub-Saharan Africa, has been

attacked hard bythe HIVIAIDS virus. According to UNAIDS (2006), 19.6 % of the
population are living with HIV and over 85,000 children have been left orphaned.

The impact of HIV/AIDS affects all generations. Those who succumb to the
disease are often the young adults and children. Those who are Ieft to bear the
burden of this disease are orphaned children, women and the elderly. W1h the
death of so many young, working class adults, the economic consequences to an
already impoverished country are devastating. Entire generations of young adults

are being wiped out and the workforce eliminated. Although the Ministry of Health
and Social Services (MOHSS) has worked tirelessty trying to reach those in need
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of treatment; poverty, limited resources, and a scattered population make it
difficult to slow the progression of HIV/AIDS.
According to UNAIDS (2007),35o/o of Namibia's population live on less

than one US dollar a day! Poverty has a devastating affect on children in
Namibia. [/any children grow up in a culture of poverty, illness, and desperation

that is exacerbated by HIV/AIDS. As a graduate student, while studying in
Namibia, I witnessed children faced with difficult circumstances that led them on
a day to day struggle for survival. These children had strength and courage.

I

became interested in their lives and began to question how they survived and
from where did they draw their strength? I also noted that children were often
taken out of school to care for ailing parents with AIDS or to tend to younger
siblings. Those children who were orphaned with no extended family to care for

them often became victims of neglect and abuse. I became interested in how
these children were surviving day to day. I wondered what their lives were !ike.
The greatest tragedy of HIV/AIDS is the affect it has on the children.
They are innocent victims of the crisis and their voices are basically unheard.

This research explores the truth of how Namibian children live and survive in the
face of an AIDS epidemic.
Domain of lnquiry
The domain of inquiry for this thesis

is: the lived experience of children

affected by HIV/AIDS in Namibia. Research questions were designed around this
domain of inquiry to explore the emrb or insider knowledge from the perspective
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of the children who are surviving in a society where HIV/AIDS is the leading
cause of death and infection rates are at epidemic proportions. This domain
encompasses children's ability to cope in their families and communities during

an HIV/AIDS crisis. lt seeks to identify children's caring strengths and the caring
relationships that sustain them. Themes and lived meanings illustrate the
essence of children's lived experience. This study also describes the cultural

care patterns of children. Listening to children's stories can provide nurses and
other health care workers new insights into how to meet the culture care needs of
these children.
Significance of Thesrs to Transcultural Nursing
The significance of this research is to further enhance transcultural
nursing knowledge to provide culturally congruent care to children growing up
with serious threats to their health and well being. As nurses, in a caring
profession, it is our ethical responsibility to listen to the stories of children and
give them an active voice and role in healthcare. Orphans and vulnerable

children (OVC) are those living on the margins of society. Nurses could have a
powerful role in advocating for change to improve the lives of these children. ln
addition, this thesis will create awareness of the plight of OVC and perhaps

challenge health care professionals to take a more active role in caring for
underserved populations. This study will include children as active participants in
plans to improve their health and their futures.

This research gives the world's most vulnerable children the opportunity to
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be heard. Namibia's Children' Rights Bill (2003), guarantees children the right to
have a voice in all matters concerning their welfare. These children have a right

to be heard, not just by their own communities but also by the global community.
Findings from this research will add to the body of knowledge of HIVIAIDS in
Namibia, particularly the body of knowledge that relates to how children are
experiencing the AIDS epidemic and surviving.
Theoretica! Framework
Dr. Madeleine Leininger's Theory of Culture Care Diversity and
Universality (2006) as well as van Manen's (1990) human science for an action
sensitive pedagogy were the frameworks that guided this research. Culture Care
Theory assumes that worldview, language, education, economics, technology,

political, religious, cultural and social factors all determine one's beliefs and
values about health, illness, caring, and health seeking behaviors. Leininger's

theory (2006) believes that "Culturally congruent and therapeutic care occurs
when culture care values, beliefs, expressions, and patterns are explicitly known
and used appropriately, sensitively, and meaningfully with people of diverse or
similar cultures" (p.19). Care and culture is the core of Leininger's theory and her
theory was instrumental in discovering how children within this particular culture
view their world and

sulive

in a culture where HIV/AIDS is an epldemic. Most

significant to the research were the Sunrise Enabler, Stranger to Friend Enabler

and Ob seruation-Reflection- Participation Enabler. These enablers will be
discussed in chapter three.
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Likewise, van Manen's (1990) human science for an action sensitive
pedagogy is an approach that uses hermeneutic phenomenology to describe and
interpret the meaning and essence of experiences as they are lived. Human

science research illuminates the meaning of lived experience. The purpose of
using van Manan's'lived experience'was to assist in the writing process of

children's stories in a narrative form. The narrative story'gives voice'to children's
lived experience growing up in a culture where people are dying of AIDS.
Chapter two reviews the literature on what is known about HIV/AIDS and

the impact it has on the lives of children in Africa. lt will discuss the economic and
health conditions in the community where these children live. How children are

surviving in other countries of Africa with a high HIV/AIDS prevalence will be
explored. Children's experiences with the death of parents and family members
will also be a focus of the literature reviewed
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

ln review of the HIV/AIDS literature, Van Zyl's (2005) summarizes the
advances as well as the areas needing further study in his paper entitled, An
Overuiew of H\V-relafed Research in Namibia since lndependence. This paper

was significant for organizing all HIV/AIDS related data concerning children and
adults suffering with HIV/AIDS in Namibia. ln addition to reviewing Van Zyl's
paper, other Iiterature reviewed for this thesis included: UNICEF publications on
sub-Saharan Africa (2007), Namibia's Ministry of Health and Social Services
(MoHSS) documents (2006 ,2007), World Health Organization (WHO)

publications (2006, 2007)), Catholic AIDS Action manual, Building ResrTience in
Children Affected by HIVIA/DS (199S) , and Emma Guest's book, Chitdren of

A/DS: An African Cn'srs. Although not academic research, these publications
provided the most meaningful data about the context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
Namibia.
Epidemiology and HIV/AI DS
Epidemiology research about HIV is limited for Namibia, and according to

Van Dyl (2005), there has been no national survey in Namibia related to HIV
prevalence. Although The Ministry of Health and Social Services of Namibia
(MoHSS) collects data and publishes annual reports, these data only partially
represent the population, nevertheless, MoHSS collects substantial statistica!
information on HIV and pregnancy, hospitalizations and AIDS related deaths.
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There are many barriers to gathering statistical data on the prevalence of HtV.
Often statistics do not account for people in rural areas or those that have
migrated from other countries.

ln The Sfafe of the World's Children, UNICEF (2007) published
epidemiological data about the movement of the HIV/AIDS epidemic through
populations and regions of southern Africa. This literature is also descriptive of
how children in sub-Saharan Africa are living. ln general UNICEF (2007)
revealed that by 2005 there were 12 million AIDS orphans in Africa and by the

year 2020 that number is expected to increase to 18 million. As HIV/AIDS
spreads through communities it destroys families. More than one-third of

households in Namibia are female-headed households. Women are
discriminated against when it comes to inheritance and property laws. They earn
low wages and most often live in poverty. When parents are ill or die children
become extremely vulnerable. Orphaned children are more likely not to get an
education. Additionally, orphans are susceptible to physical and psychological

abuse. One of the millennium goals is gender equality. When you empower
women; you empower children and they are more likely to get an education.
According to UNICEF'S (2006) supplement to The Sfafe of the World's
Children, entitled, Namibia's Most Vulnerable Children, the three main threats to
Namibian children are poverty, HIV/AIDS and sexual abuse. When evaluating
Namibia against the eight millennium development goals (MDG'S), it appears as

though Namibia has made little progress. Poverty and hunger have worsened

in
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Namibia with the AIDS epidemic. The gaps between the rich and the poor in
Namibia are also continuing to grow, making Namibia one of the most unequal
countries with "...the richest 7,000 Namibians spending as much as the poorest

800,000 people" (p 2). Greater then 35% of the population lives on less then a
dollar a day. Primary education enrollment has increased since Namibia's
independence however girls are often taken out of school to care for siblings.

There also is concern about the quality of education. Gender equality is
an issue and women are often treated as property. Child mortality rates have
decreased but "...by the year 2021 infant mortality is expected to be 60% higher
than it would have been withoutAlDS" (p 3). The greatest improvements in the
Millennium Development Goals (MDG'S) for Namibia are the improvements
made in maternal health. This is perhaps the area that nursing has had the most
influence. The prevention of mother-to- child transmission of HIV program
(PMTCT) has helped reduce the number of maternal and infant deaths and

contributed significantly to the improvement of prenatal and infant care. Still,
AIDS remains the leading cause of death in Namibia and malaria is the leading
cause of death for children under age five. Tuberculosis (TB) is also a significant

threat and Namibia has the third highest malaria deaths per population in the
world (UNICEF 2006). Environment plays a large role in health. Access to clean
water, especially in settlement and rural areas is inadequate. Namibia is largely

desert country and can experience years of drought that could be devastating to
the economy as well as the health of the population.
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Cause
Etiological research in Namibia is missing the scientific focus and instead
is based on antidotal information and focuses more on people's beliefs and
behavior as the cause of disease rather than other factors, including the
HIV/AIDS virus (Van 2y,,,2005). The medical community has had little to no input

into HIV research. A theoretical framework was developed to study and organize
how outside factors influence the HIV infection rates, but this research was

focused more on sexual behaviors leading to HIV and studies called KAPB
(Knowledge of HIV/AIDS, Attitude toward disease, sexual Practices and
Behavior) were developed. There has been no research that connects culture

and HIV infection and according to Van Zyl (2005), "culture is rarely a
consideration in the design of strategies to counteract the spread of the HIV
(p s)
Emma Guest's (2003) book on Children ofAlDS. Africa's Orphan Cnsrs, is
one of the few books that tell the horrors of how children are living in an AIDS

epidemic. Her stories are told by those who work directly with AIDS orphans
through various organizations. One of the significant themes throughout the book

was children's reactions and ways of dealing with death. Children will rarely
say that a parent died of AIDS. The stigma of having AIDS is universal, but in

Africa one could be ostracized or even beaten to death. Guest writes," most
street children do not know how their parents died, or they are in denial. Even in
a quiet moment, few will acknowledge their parents died of AIDS" (p.1a6).
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Children are caring for sick parents and many times are the main caregivers for
siblings. Many children are living on the streets where sex pays
money and money buys food, putting them at greater risk for contracted HlV.
Guest paints a picture of hardship and suffering for Africa's AIDS orphans.

Action/Projects
Action-based research encompasses a vast area of disciplines in HIV
related research. ln 2003, the Catholic Aids Action published a manual for
caregivers of orphan and vulnerable children. This manual was written for

teachers and caregivers to help children cope with the affects of HIV/AIDS. lt
addresses the most common experiences children affected by HIV/AIDS
encounter and how it affects their development. lt is a guide in dealing with the

emotional issues of children. This manual was significant to the research and
was specific about how children are surviving in an AIDS epidemic and
ways that caregivers and teachers can support children.
Kurewai's (2000) thesis, The needs of AIDS orphans in Namibia:

A

Study

of the plight of AIDS orphans in the Windhoek Area, gave recommendations for

the government to set up a program that would assist Namibian orphans and
their caregivers. This study suggests that researchers need to explore the issues
of orphans, HIV+ src6ans and their caregivers.

Another, study by Lironga Eparu (Lush, 2003); suggest that discrimination
against HIV/AIDS patients by healthcare workers was a problem in Namibia.
Health care workers lacked a holistic approach. lt also described a need for

Augsnurg College Library
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home-based care and better counseling services. This study prompts nursing to
respond to the needs of the communities they serve.

Van Zyl's (2005) recognized the work of those that had pioneered HIV
related research in Namibia. He recommended that all research needed to be
organized and that there be collaboration on the pafi of all disciplines to record

all research in one database. Finally, Van Zyl stateS, "...who is better positioned
to explain the dynamics that leads to infection than the people living with the
virus" (p.13). There has been little to no research conducted on how children
are experiencing the AIDS epidemic. With an increase in the number of children

with HIV/AIDS as well as an increase in the number of children orphaned by
AIDS; clearly there is a need to understand this disease through the eyes and
voices of those most affected, namely the children.

ln summary, while there is a relatively significant body of literature
accumulating about HIV/AIDS in Africa, there is little transcultural nursing
literature on the culture care of children affected by HIV/AIDS and how children

are living in a society where HIV/AIDS is epidemic. The Iiterature review gave
insight into the environment of children's lives growing up in an AIDS epidemic as

well as the importance of research that gives a voice to children. Chapter three
explains the methodology used to describe more explicitly the experiences of

children living in a society where HIV/AIDS is an epidemic.
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Chapter 3
Synopsis of the Research Paradigm
To gain insight into the domain of inquiry and to answer the research
questions, a qualitative methodology was utilized guided by Leininger's (2006)

ethnonursing method and van Manen's (1990) hermeneutic phenomenology.
Leininger's ethnonursing method is derived from her theory of Culture Care
Diversity and Universality. Leininger (2001) describes her research method as
"learning from the people through their eyes, ears, and experiences and how

they make sense out of situations and lifeways that were familiar to them" (p.78)
Leininger calls this approach as getting to the emic or insider perspective. To
experience and to know the insider perspective one must enter the community to
learn from them through their eyes, their lived experience and how they make
sense of their world. Leininger's (2006) Ethnonursing Research Method provided
the tools to work in the field collecting and analyzing data. Ethnonursing guides

the researcher to observe culture from many directions, i.e., through one's
worldview, culture, social networks, educational levels, economic status, religion,
access to technology and politics. Emic care is explored to discover folk
practices that are traditional ways of caring that have meaning to particular
cultural groups.
Ethnonursing asks one to define a domain of inquiry. The domain of
inquiry for this study was the lived experience of children affected by HIV/AIDS
in Namibia. Several questions were posed to assist in illuminating the domain of
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inquiry:

e

What cultural care patterns are experienced by children?

.

What are the caring strengths of children?

o

How are these caring strengths sustained?

.

How can nurses support children struggling with the affects of
HIV/AIDS?

Hermeneutic phenomenological philosophy also assisted in data analysis

and in the interpretation of meaning in context related to children's lived
experience. Van Manen (1990) refers to intentionality as the researcher's
inseparable connection to the world of the phenomena of study. Thus, the
research becomes a caring act in which the researcher connects with another
person to better understand the lived experience of that person. According to van
Manen (1990, p 62) hermeneutic phenomenological research is a dynamic
interplay among six research activities:

.

Turning to a phenomenon of interest that connects us to the world

.

Investigating experience as it is lived

.

Reflecting on essential themes of an experience (phenomenon)

o

Describing a phenomenon through the art of writing and rewriting

.

Balancing the research context by considering the parts and the whole

o

Maintain a strong pedagogical relation to the phenomenon of interest

Phenomenological themes are defined poetically by van Manen (1990) as
"the stars that make up the universes of meaning we live through" (p.90)
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Therefore, van Manen's (1990) Human Science was essential for describing and
interpreting the essence of children's lived experiences.

Leininger's (2006) Culture Care Theory and van Manen's hermeneutic
phenomenology complimented each other in this study. Leininger's ethnonursing
research method enablers were concrete valuable tools used in the field to direct

the collection of data and will be discussed later in this chapter. Both assisted in
illuminating cultural care patterns, caring strengths and concepts identified to
answer the research questions. Hermeneutic Phenomenology and Culture Care

Theory both revealed meaning in context of children's lived experiences.
Key and General lnformants/ Participants
According to Leininger (2006) key and general informanfs are essential for
performing an in-depth ethnonursing study. Key informants are those persons
invited to be participants in the study based on their knowledge of the domain of
inquiry. General informants can be cultural guides that often supply insights and
knowledge about the phenomenon being studied, but they may not be living the
experience of an insider as intimately as the key informant.
Several general informants assisted in providing cultural knowledge of the
children, family history's and their environment. A young girl of 22, Foibe
Silvanus, was a general informant, interpreter, and cultural guide for the
research. She also worked at the school and was familiar with the children and
their families. Another general informant was in charge of the school readiness
program called, Family Hope Sanctuary. She provided guidance for the children
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who were key informants. Criteria for the key informants for the research
included children ages seven to fourteen having a profoundly significant
experience with

H

IV/AIDS.

Description of the Study Setting

The study location took place in Hakahana, one of fourteen informal
settlements located on the outskirts of Namibia's capitol city of Windhoek. The
setting was a community center in a predominantly Ovambo settlement called
Hakahana. The children were not in a formal school setting but a community
program that attempted to transition children into formal schooling. Many of the

children had been taken out of school to care for family members. Some were
behind in grades and could not afford formal schooling. Most of the children
spoke the Oshivambo language. Some of the interviews of the children took
place at the center and some interviews were conducted in the community at the

children's homes.
Havanna is an area of extreme poverty with no running water, electricity,

or proper sanitation facilities. Homes were made of zinc sheeting with dirt floors
and roofs that leaked during the rainy season. Families were overcrowded and
food and water were scarce. ln the community there were shared water and
bathroom facilities with one toilet and water station to every hundred or more

families. Children often walked miles carrying large jugs of water for the family.
Since there was no electricity or water faucets, food was prepared outdoors over

an open fire.
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Protection of Human Rights

The research proposal was approved by the lnstitutional Review Board of
Augsburg College. A meeting was then held at the school readiness program in
which several mothers attended. The research proposal and informed consent
form were read and interpreted to the key informants'mothers and guardians.
Once they agreed to allow their children to be in the study, written informed
consents were signed by each individual (See Appendices 2, 3). The research
study was then explained to all children via interpreter and assent forms were
obtained from the children. Children were gifted with a journal, colored pencils,
and a disposable camera. Children were told that they could end the
conversation at any time and still receive their gift. AII children's names were
changed to protect their identities.

Leininger's Research Enablers
Leininger's (2006) Sfranger to Trusted Friend and Ob servationParticipation-Reflection Enablers were incorporated into the research process
while volunteering to teach children at a community service project and school
readiness program. lt was important to establish and maintain a trusting
relationship with the children throughout the research study. Observations were
made as to how the children interacted with each other and their environment.
These observations aided in uncovering significant meaningful data while
interacting and participating with the children and volunteers in the daily routines
of the school. Leininger's Sunrise Enabler also facilitated data collection related

-
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to how children view the different facets of their lives and how each influences
their lived experience. Leininger (2006) writes, "The Sunrise Enabler serves as a
cognitive map that covers the major components of the theory while collecting
and analyzing the findings" (p 76). The different components of the Sunrise
Enabler make up the holistic obseruation of the children in their natural context
and aid in seeing the lifeways of children from their emic or insider's view. (See

Appendix 1).
After one month of observing and interacting with the children they
became somewhat comfortable with the researcher and trust was established to
begin dialogue with each child. Using the ethnonursing research method, semistructured conversations with the children was used for data collection. When
talking with children about their lives, a great deal of sensitivity was required;

therefore it was important to have the children guide the conversation by careful
observation of their comfort level. Certain questions were asked to facilitate
conversation such as asking the children to talk about their families and what
they wanted to be when they grew up. The discussion process involved the key
informant, the researcher and a general informant that served as a translator.
The children were then asked to draw two pictures, one of a happy time or good
memory and one of a sad memory. These drawings helped to illustrate their

stories. Data were collected through observations, structural conversations and
drawings.
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In summary, Leininger's (2006) Ethnonursing Method involved the

researcher as an active participant in this research and van Manan's
hermeneutic phenomenology facilitated the analysis of data. These methods
uncovered human care expressions, meanings, patterns and themes.
Chapter four will discuss how data were analyzed and interpreted. The
stories of the key informants will be told. The findings will be presented
identifying themes and patterns.
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Chapter 4
Data collected in this research included observations, structured
conversations with key informants and drawings. Leininger's (2006)

ethnonursing method as well as Van Manan's (1990) hermeneutic
phenomenology supported the research method. Rigor was confirmed using
criteria that demonstrated; credibility, confirmability, meaning-in-context,
recu rrent patterni ng, satu ration, and transferabi lity (Lein inger,

2006 pp.22-23).

Leininger's Ethnonursing research method called for the researcher to collect
data through careful observation, Iistening, and open-ended inquiry. Findings for

this study are presented as themes and culture care patterns. The themes
describe and explain the domain of inquiry, the lived experiences of children
affected by HIV/AIDS in Namibia. Each theme is interconnected with the others
and together they represent how children are living in a society where HIV/AIDS
is an epidemic (See Figure 4-1 on p.27)
Five themes describe the domain of inquiry and illustrate children's

experiences living in a societywhere HIV/AIDS is epidemic. These themes are:
1) Hunger and poverty; 2) Caring for self and others; 3) Death and uncertainty;

4); Keeping secrets and 5) Hope for the future. Answers to the following
research questions are also embedded in the themes:

.

What cultural care patterns do children demonstrate?

.

What are the caring strengths of children?
How are these caring strengths sustained?
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a

How does HIV/AIDS affect how children are living their lives?

t

How can nurses support children struggling with the affects of
HIV/AIDS?

Hunger
&,

Poverty

Hope
For the
Future

Keeping
Secrets

Caring for
Others

Death
&.

Uncertainty

Figure 4-1 The Lived Experience of Children Affected by HIV/AIDS
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Theme One. Death and Uncertainty
The first theme is one of death and uncertainty. A father Ieaves for
Ovamboland, five hundred miles away, and is never seen again. Parents get sick
and die and children are never told of their death or they are told they died from a
cause other then AIDS. Children live with the uncertainty of what happened to

their loved ones and where they will live next. The following cultural care
descriptors express what it is like for children growing up with death and
uncertainty.

Table

4-1 .

Theme One: Living with Death and Uncerlainty

Cultural Care Descriptors

"l don't know if my father is alive or dead
He left us long ago when I was 7." "My
mother die in 2001."
"my mother and father live in Ovamboland"
"*drew picture of father in casket** (see
figure 4-2)

Cultural Care Patterns
and Related Concepts

Living with Uncertainty

Cultural
and Social
Structure
Dimensions
Kinship

Abandonment
Separation

Kinship

Sadness, grief

"My father die in 2000..1 don't know what
he die from"

Abandonment, uncertainty

"My father is dead when I was 4 years. It's
unforgettable because he shoot himself
with a gun. I keep asking myself did my
father go to heaven? When I remember
the death of him I use to sing a song,
when I have Jesus I don't have ta fear of
anything. God give us and take us, we
have to respect Him."
"l hate death because it separates people."

Trauma, grief
Abandonment
Loss
Faith through song and
prayer
Resigned to death as part
of God's plan in life.

Religion and
Spirituality
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"My mother die, she was sick. My father is
alive and live in Ovamboland. When my
mother was alive, she give me to her sister
to take care of me"

"l live with my mother, my father is in
Ovamboland...he never come".

Loss, uncefiainty

Kinship

Acceptance of new family

Waiting for what never
happens

Kinship

Abandonment and
uncedainty
"the day my father died, I was sad but I
believe that we are both going to die and
go in heaven"

Faith and acceptance

Religious
and spiritual
factors

Living with death and
uncertainty they survive
through faith and
acceptance of their
circumstances.

The story that bests illustrates the theme of death and uncertainty is
Sylvia's story. Sylvia was a key informant for this study. She was bright and did

well in her schooling at the center when she was able to attend. She lived some
three miles from the center and had to walk each day. She was twelve years old
and was the most nervous of all children in this study. Her body language spoke

volumes. She twisted and rung her hands together during the entire
conversation. She was given the opportunity several times to stop but she
wanted to talk. She said her mother and father lived in Ovamboland and she
never saw them. She had four brothers and two sisters and they had been

separated. One brother and one sister and Sylvia lived with their aunty. This is
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the second Aunt they had lived with as the first aunt died. They came to Iive with
their aunty so that they could go to school.
Sylvia had many responsibilities at home; preparing meals, cleaning,
washing dishes, looking after her siblings and cousins and washing clothes. She
talked openly about HIV/AIDS and said, "My uncle is now sick with AIDS and the
other one has passed away, this one will also die and we will stay alone again".
She had a dream of being a teacher so that she could "teach children how to
acquire quality education". Her saddest memory was when her aunt was beating
her and she could not remember a good or happy memory.

What Sylvia could not voice during the conversation she drew on paper.
Her pictures told the story that she could not. She drew pictures of her family

entitled "At Home" and "Afor-Happy" (See Figures 4-2 and 4-3). The pictures are
at home in Ovamboland with a series of Ovambo huts and her parents and
siblings are all smiling. The last picture was titled "Father Died". lt is a picture of a

man in a coffin and the coffin reads'father died'. There are two sets of mothers
and fathers standing around the coffin and a sister, all crying. lt could be
assumed that this is a picture of Sylvia's father and she was unable to say her

father died when asked during the talk. The school program had on record that
both of Sylvia's parents died of AIDS. Sylvia was located the following year and

was not attending school any longer. She had been taken out of school to care
for younger cousins.
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Figure 4-3: Father Died
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When evaluating the theme of death and uncertainty these children all
shared the same bond of losing a family member. They did not like to talk about
death and they had little time to grieve. The explanation that children were often
given for disappearing parents was that they had returned to Ovamboland. When

someone becomes ill it is custom in the Ovambo tribe to be buried in the
homeland or to return home while one is still well enough to make the journey to

Ovamboland. Children lived with not knowing what happened to family members
and after a time they began to realize that the loved one was not coming home.
Death was surrounding these children. Every child had a family member,
neighbor, friend or a child they knew who had died. Children were exposed to
death on a daily basis and the burden death placed on them gave them little time

to grieve. For example, there were no support groups for these children and daily
survival took all of their energy. Living with death and uncertainty meant
accepting your fate and moving on. One way in which children were able to cope
with death and uncertainty was to keep busy caring for younger siblings. All the
key informants in this study were caring for younger siblings. There was Iittle time

to grieve when there were siblings to care for and work to be done. Their
Christian faith was an important strength that helped them to cope during
hardships. Through faith they believed that they would be reunited someday with
those they loved. They sang and prayed with each other and with their families.
Many children took photos of worship in the tent church of the settlement that

they attended. The community had a strong Christian faith and children were
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encouraged and welcomed at church services. Church services were also there
time to socialize with other children.

Theme Two: Caring for Others

Children living in a society where HIV/AIDS is epidemic are weighted
down with an enormous amount of responsibility. They take on the role of
provider, mother, father, protector and endure a tremendous burden for the care
of younger siblings or extended family members. Children affected by HIV/AIDS

were spending a great deal of energy caring for others.

Table 4-2. Theme Two: Caring for Others

Cultural Care Descriptors
"l wash my two cousins
and prepare food for them"

Cultura! Care Patterns
and Related Concepts
Caring for siblings

Culture and Social
Structure
Kinship

Responsibility
"l take care of my little
sister, brother and cousin."
"l cut wood for our fire"

"l prepare food for my
sister. I play with my
sister"
"l take care of my mother
and sister
'l clean the house, dishes,
and play with my sisters

Caring

Kinship and Social
Factors

Providing
Providing

Economic Factors
Kinship and Social
Factors

Caring for family

Kinship

Maintaining household

Kinship

Care is taking on the
role of a parent accepti ng responsibil ity
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Yambako was another key informant whose story captures the essence
of this theme. Someone from Family Hope Sanctuary (FHS) Center had noticed

Yambako selling hot cakes on the street. They followed her home and found she
was living with her grandmother in an abusive situation, They located an Aunt
that would take her out of the abusive situation and into her home. The aunt had
two small boys 3 and 4 years of age. Yambako became their surrogate mother

from the day she moved in (See figure 4-4). The boys clung to her and the three
were inseparable. lf they were huft, afraid, or hungry it was her they went to for
comfort. Each day she would walk several miles to the FHS Center with them.
She carried the smallest one on her back in a cloth carrier that tied around her
waist. The older child would walk beside her until he was too tired and then she

would pick him up and carry him as well. lt was observed that Yambako rarely
smiled and there was a sense of incredible sadness about her. At the center the
teachers tried to separate her from the cousins during class.

At age 14, Yambako had missed so many years of schooling that it was
not likely she could ever catch up to her peers. She was unable to read or write

in English and she would never pass a high school exam. An education was not
in her future. Lunch time at the FHS Center she ate with the boys often sharing
the same bowl. She hoarded bread in her skirt most likely to give to the boys
later when they were hungry. She was good with the boys and she would make a

good mother to her own children some day. She had a mother's instincts;
comfofting them when they cried, protecting them from older children, providing
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food for them and giving them affection. She was indeed taking on the role of
mother. The meeting took place in a small room at the center. The smallest boy

sat on her lap while the researcher asked her questions about her life and Foibe
interpreted. Turns were taken holding the boys so that she could better focus on

the conversation. She had one younger sister who lived with a grandmother in
Ovamboland. Her father also was in Ovamboland but he had left the family and
she had not seen him since she was seven. She said, "l don't knowwhether my
father is alive or dead". Her saddest memory was the death of her mother in
2001. When describing her mother's death she said, "...my motherwent to a
party when she came back she dream about two people giving her a meat. In the
morning she have chest pain, leg pain, and chest skin start to fall off. She went to

the hospital and later she die." Yambako's best memory was when her mother
was alive and she would go to school. She had many responsibilities at home
such as, cleaning, washing clothes, preparing food, feeding and bathing the
cousins.

Yambako had a dream for the future, she wanted to be a teacher and help
children like the teachers at the FHS Center. Yambako's pictures were colorful
and happy. She was pictured dressed in a colorful dress playing ball with her little
sister and two cousins next to an Ovambo hut. Her other picture was of her

standing in front of a church with a rainbow colored roof and a cross. The
following year Yambako could no longer be located. lt was said that she had
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perhaps gone back to Ovamboland. The cousins no longer came to the center.
No one knew what had happened to them.

One of the many caring strengths of children was how well they cared for
each other. They were the protectors of their younger siblings. Care incorporated

much responsibility. They would carry the little ones when they were too tired to
walk. They fed, clothed and protected them. They became the primary caregiver
for their siblings. Boys were the 'men of the family' and often bore the burden of

watching over the entire family. Children took care of the sick in the family. Since
it was difficult to be both parent and child they would leave school to care for

others. Food would go to the younger ones first and they would go without. They
demonstrated their caring strengths by making sure that their siblings were fed

first. Children would fight for clothes when there was a clothes donation. One
child was witnessed putting clothes on that did not fit her and said that they were

for her younger sister. When a child was sick it was often an older sibling that
took them to seek medical attention as another child would not be charged for
medical fees. They would walk a great distance to the clinic. They protected each
other from bullies and the stigma that AIDS often brought onto a family. They
cared for others often at the expense of themselves. Children were good at
caring for others and perhaps emulated their own parent or family member who
had disappeared or died.
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Figure 4-4:Yambako

Iheme Three: Hunger and Poverty
ln the informa! settlement, surrounding the city, people lived in close
proximity to each other. There was no running water or electricity in this area. A
majority of the people lived on less than one dollar a day. There were no jobs
and food was often scarce. An infectious disease, such as AIDS, thrives in areas

of poverty. Children living in this environment grow up with both poverty and
HIV/AIDS. They knew first hand what it was like to live with HIV/AIDS and what it

was like to be hungry.The most devastating affects of HIV/AIDS were the
poverty and hunger that children were forced to live with and they were the one's

who suffered the greatest.
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Table 4-3. Theme Three:

Povefi and Hunger

Culture Care Descriptors

Patte rns/The mes/Con ce pts

"To be healthy you need to
eat porridge"

Health
Food as strength

"We were not having enough
food to eat...we go to school
on empty stomach"

Poverty

Sustenance

"My best memory was
Christmas 2005 when aunty
cooked delicious food and
chicken meat"

Dreaming of food

(Good memory) "The day
pastor come to preach at our
house and we were having a
party that day"
"There is a house where there
is only orphan, where both
parent are dead and these
children live in hunger and no
one taking care of them
...death cause poverty in
Namibia"

Economic
factors

No opportunities to earn cash
income

"l have tea for breakfast"

"Paulus is not right in the
head, he didn't get enough
food when he was little"

Cultural and
Social
Dimensions
Educational
Factors

Economic
Cultural
beliefs
Kinship and
Social factors

Hu

nger
Poverty

Economic
Factors

Faith

Social and
Religious
Factors

Celebration

Death
Poverty

Living with poverty and
hunger; they draw their
strength from cultural and
spiritual ways of being.

Economic
Factors,
Political
Factors,
Social
Factors
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The activity experience that best illustrated hunger was the children's
Easter party. The FHS Center was having a party for the children to celebrate
Easter. The children knew in advance of the party and they were gathered at the

gates in early morning. They were kept waiting a long time as it took time to
prepare food for over a hundred children. By the time the gates were opened the
kids were beside themselves with excitement. There were several garbage bags

full of popcorn and when they realized what was in the large bags they stormed
the carrier of the bags. They knocked each other down and they filled their little
hands with popcorn and stuffed popcorn in their pockets and anywhere else on

their person that could store food.
Food was a significant theme in children's drawings. Five of the drawings

depicted pictures of food. Cakes were drawn in several pictures representing
happy memories (See Figures 4-5 and 4-6).
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There were many observations of children living in poverty and hunger.
Food seemed to be something that was always on the minds of children.

Children had desperation about them when it regarded food. They would fight,
lie, steal and hoard food. They would try and sneak back in food lines in order to
get more. They were also generous with food when it came to those who were
under their care. They always made sure that the little ones they were
responsible for ate first. At a young age an Ovambo child will begin wearing a

waist belt made of ostrich shell. The Onjeva belt is a symbol of strength and a
reminder not to overeat. When one does not have food the belt was a reminder
that there are more important things in life than food.
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Figure 4-7: Ovambo On7'eua belt

Children in the poorest neighborhoods of Namibia live in poverty and most
have never known anything different. They were happy because they do not
know that life could be better. They played like other children only their toys were
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a giant beetle bug or a rubber ball made of rubber bands that they had collected

for months. Children learned to live with Iittle to nothing. Attending church
service was one way that children could sing and worship and forget about their
daily struggles. Tribal dancing and playing the drum was also a way to escape

the poverty. Cultural traditions and spiritual gatherings helped sustain children
during difficult times.

Table 4-4: Theme Four: Keeping Secrets

Another theme was keeping secrets. Adults keep secrets from children
and children keep secrets from adults and each other. Not knowing the truth can
be challenging for a child, especially when they are left to imagine their own truth.

Theme Four: Keeping Secrets
Culture Care Descriptors

"My mother went to a pafty
when she got back she dream
about 2 people giving her a
meat... in the morning she had
chest pain, leg pain and chest
skin staft to fall off and she
went to hospital and later she
die" [Child was never told her
mother died of AIDSI

"l am sick.. . I have a heart
problem...when I sick it
frightens me"
[Child was not told she was
suffering with HIV/AIDSl

Patte

rn

s/Themes/Co ncepts

Telling stories to explain
death

Cultural and
Social
Dimensions
Values
Lifeways

Secrecy
Political

Telling stories to explain
illness

Telling secrets as a way to
protect one another

Lifeways
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Martha's story illustrated how carefully people kept secrets. Martha was a

single motherwith seven children. Geraldo, her eldest son was 12years old and
the "man" of the family. I\Iartha was HIV+ and she kept that secret from all her
children, except Geraldo. He knew the secret but was also told not to tell the
secret to anyone, including his little sister who was also HIV+ and he knew this
secret as well. His Iittle sister was told she had a heart problem. Martha was sick
last year and hospitalized. Geraldo took care of the family including the baby
who was only two years old. lt was Martha who provided this story and Geraldo
kept "the secret".

The secret was HIV/AIDS and it was often the best kept secret. The
stigma of HIV/AIDS was strong in the community. Children were afraid that if
someone found out, they would be beat by other children. Entire families could
be ostracized by the community. The consequences for'the secret'getting out
could be severe for a child. The boys in the study drew pictures of fighting and it

was suspected that the boys had perhaps a more difficult time bearing the
burden of keeping the secret, and defending the secret (See Figures 4-8,9,10).
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Figure 4-10: The day that was my bad day

Living with the secret of HIV/AIDS was part of survival for children. Living
with the fear of being cut off from family and community could be devastating.

Teasing and bullying are part of children's everyday life. Children and adults
knew the best way to protect each other and the family was to keep 'the secret'.
Protecting the family was the reason why they were quiet about HIV/AIDS.
Geraldo did not want his sister to be teased or beaten by other children and he
needed the help of the community, so he kept'the secret'.
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Table 4-5: Theme Five: Hope for the Future
After witnessing the daily struggles of children; walking miles every day,
caring for siblings, going without food and living with death and uncertainty, they

still had hope" They all dreamed of a future and a better life.
Theme Five: Hope for the Future
Culture Care Descriptors

Patterns/Themes/Concepts

Cultural and
Social
Dimensions
Educational
factors

"l want to be a teacher to
help other children"

Hope as Giving back to the
community

"l want to be a teacher
and teach children to
acquire a good standard
quality education"

Hope means lmproving the lives
of others

Ed

" I want to be a pilot so I
can fly all over the world"

Hope dreams

Technological
factors

"l want to be a nurse. I
want to help people in the
community who are sick"

Hope as wanting to improve the
health of others

Religious and
Philosophical
factors

"l want to be an artist"

Hope as beauty

Cultural Values
and Lifeways

ucation

Hope for the future is
influenced by their worldview

Erustus, a key informant's, story illustrates the theme of hope. Erustus

was one of seven children who lived with his mother and siblings. Their father
was in Ovamboland and they had not seen him for a long time. There was talk at

the FHS Center that his mother was HIV + but she had said she did not want to
be tested. Erustus, being the eldest son in the family, held many responsibilities.
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He hauled water and collected and cut firewood. He attended public school

where he walked three miles each way to get there and it was dark outside by
the time he arrived home. Erustus enjoyed going to church at the Christian
Pentecostal tent church on the settlement. His happiest memory was staying in
town with his father when his father had a job in the city. His saddest memory

was not having enough food to eat and he had to go to school with an empty
stomach. Erustus was well educated on the subject of HIV/AIDS as this was
taught in school. Erustus was in the eighth grade and he was failing all his
classes. He would have to pass a test to continue on with his schooling. He
wanted to be a teacher someday and teach mathematics.
The various cultural and social structure dimensions influenced each

child's dream or hope for the future. Educational factors influenced children's
desire to be a teacher. Living in a communitywhere HIV/AIDS was epidemic
impacted one child to want to be a nurse. Their community was their worldview
and the needs of the community influenced what they wanted to do when they

grew up and became adults. lnteresting, there was one outlier who wanted to be
a pilot and see the world.
What was significant about this theme is that every child saw a future.

They had not given up and they still had a strong will to survive. Chapter five will
describe ways that nursing practice can support these children so that hope can

stay alive.
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Chapter 5

The research identified overlapping themes of how children are living and
surviving in a societywhere HIVIAIDS is an epidemic. Each theme was
influenced by worldview, religion, education, economics, social factors, kinship,
cultural values and lifeways. Leininger's (2006) three action and decision modes,

culture care preservation and-or maintenance; culture care accommodation andor negotiation; culture care repatterning and-or restructuring were used to

describe nursing care decisions and actions to guide nursing practice with
children in a society where HIV/AIDS is epidemic.
Culture Care Preservation and Maintenance
Culture care preservation meant caring for and protecting family. Caring

for siblings was feeding them, protecting them and maintaining the household.
When nurses encounter a child bringing in a sibling or another child to the clinic
or hospital they must be aware that these children are often the main caregiver's
of the family. Children in these situations often go unnoticed. Nursing needs to

take notice of these children as their parents are either too poor to afford medical
attention, too ill, or even perhaps dead. Nursing needs to be both sensitive and

supporting in there care of children and families. Keeping parents alive and
preserving the family is what matters most in children's lives.
Culture Care Accommodation Negotiation
How do nurses provide culturally competent care to these children, their

families and their communities? How does nursing influence the course of
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HIV/AIDS in Namibia? Nursing needs to negotiate with the community on the
best way to culturally care for children and their families. Children should be

supported in their spiritual and cultural beliefs and practices. ldentifying high risk
families and developing a community health care plan that would visit families out
in the community. This plan would have to consider several things in order for

nurses to provide sensitive culturally competent care. One issue would be to
include other members of the community so as not to target visits as 'AIDS
visits'. Another concern is that nurses would need to provide care and education

to all tribes in the community.
Repatterning or Restructuring

The best example of repatterning and restructuring is helping the
community fight the stigma of HIV/AIDS and change the way people think about

the virus. lt is difficult to fight a disease that no one will talk about. To break the
stigma of HIV/AIDS the best hope is through the children. Children want to talk
about

it.

Providing children with a safe place where they can talk about how

HIV/AIDS affects their lives would greatly benefit children. lf children spoke
openly about HIV/AIDS perhaps adults would follow their example.
The worldview of children living within a society where HIV/AIDS is

epidemic is clearly impacted by the context of their lives. AII the themes, Iiving
with death and uncertainty, poverty and hunger, caring for others, keeping
secrets and hope for the future are all uniquely embedded in Namibian society
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today. What's remarkable about the findings was the tremendous strength and
resilience of children to survive under extreme circumstances.

Answering the Research Questions
ln conclusion, findings from this research have answered the research

questions in the following ways. Cultural care patterns and caring strengths
experienced by children affected by HIV/AIDS include the following:

r

Caring for others and taking on the role of caregiver, provider, protector

r

Living with poverty and hunger they draw strength from spiritual and
cultural ways of being

.

Keeping secrets is a way of protecting and caring for the family

.

Living with death and uncertainty they survive through faith
acceptance of their circumstances

.

Hope for the future is influenced by their worldview

Overall the children demonstrated the following caring strengths:

o

Honoring cultural practices and beliefs

.

Being resilient

r

Maintaining a close connection to God-spirituality

e

Caring for one another

.

Maintaining hope for the future

The children sustained their caring strengths through:

.

Prayer and worship

.

Maintaining close relationship with family

and
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.

Cultural music and dance

r

Finding purpose in having responsibility of caring for others
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
Through faith and community they strive to survive and maintain hope for

the future. So what can I do to support children who are struggling by the affects

of HIV/AIDS? After completing my conversations with children I knew that

I

needed to do something that would allow these children to have a voice.
Children who had formal education knew the facts about HIV/AIDS and
those who had no schooling knew little. Some children would talk about
HIV/AIDS in general and they were proud of the information they knew. In the

community one did not talk about AIDS and so children rarely had an opportunity
to share their knowledge of HIV/AIDS. I realized they had a need to talk.

I

organized an HIV/AIDS awareness day and made flyers in several languages to
give to parents and people in the community. When the day arrived I was
stunned at the level of participation of the children. They made posters and
placed condoms on the posters. They were writing phrases on posters like,
"parents you need to condomize and stop the spread of AlDS". They had a lot to
say and I brought a microphone that day so each child that wanted to could

speak about HIV/AIDS. lt was a wonderful way of giving voice to children who
are affected by HIV/AIDS (See figure 5-1)
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Figure 5-1: AIDS Awareness Day

Recommendations
How can nurses support children affected by HIV/AIDS? The best way to

support children in an AIDS epidemic is to keep parents alive and healthy. lt
became apparent that once family members become ill the role for children

changes. lt is not enough to give anti-retroviral drugs (ARV) to those infected by
the virus but it is equally important to see that they have food and water
necessary to continue taking the medication. lf the course of the ARV treatment
is disrupted then the medications become less affective. The main reason that
people stop taking the drugs is lack of food.

Another way to support children is through education. This is an area
where nursing and educators could collaborate and have HIV/AIDS awareness
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days in each community or school and children could organize and plan the day.
Children are the future and getting children involved and talking openly about
HIV/AIDS can help get parents talking as well. Erasing the stigma of AIDS will
allow children to speak freely and stop keeping secrets. Children need to be told

the truth when parents die so that they are able to grieve. Grief support groups
for children would facilitate the grieving process and allow children to connect
and support each other.

Government is often looked upon for solutions involving poverty and
hunger, but nurses can legislate and be advocates for marginalized people and
fight for better health care for all Namibian citizens. Having a school lunch
program that would feed each child one meal a day would improve the health of

children. Nurses can counci!, teach and support families in a holistic way of
caring. They can provide grief support groups for children. Reaching out to the
community and strengthening home-based care to those who are in need as well

as recording statistics would help nurses become more involved with policy
making and planning. Finally, nurses can be mentors for children through
education and fostering interest in health care for the next generation.
lmplications for Advanced Nursing Practice

There is a definite need in advanced nursing practice for further qualitative
and quantitative research on HIV/AIDS in Namibia. Research that is specific to
individual tribes has not been done yet. There has been little medical and health

care research done in Namibia. Nursing needs to focus its masters and doctoral
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work on the countries largest health care threat, HIV/AIDS. Finally, when
examining the improvements in the MDG's the one and only area of progress

was an area where nursing had been responsible, the PMTCT program. This
demonstrates how nursing can have an impact on the AIDS epidemic. Educating
nurses in serving their communities and including them in plans that target the
MDG's is vital to making progress toward better health for all Namibian citizens.
Reflections
ln conclusion, I chose Leininger as the theorist for this study because she
included the researcher as an active participant in the research. The theorist's
goal was that the researcher be changed by the research. The goal was met and
I am changed by this experience. I remember the first time that I saw how

children were Iiving. I was sick at heart. I asked my mentor how does one deal
with what they saw and she replied, "We are not here to change their Iives but to
bear witness to their lives". One can not take away what has been seen and
experienced. These children touched my heart and life will never be the same.

am left with two choices; to do nothing or to put knowledge to action. What can

I

I

do to help children affected by HIV/AIDS? How can I help the nursing profession
become more globally connected?

So I decided to share their stories with anyone who will listen; church
groups, school children, fellow colleagues. Creating awareness is the first step.
Next I organized a group of nurses for global health at my hospital. This is a
group where nurses can learn about other cultures as well as discuss global
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health issues. We share our international experiences and discuss how we can
collaborate and support each other on medical mission trips abroad. Colleagues
from third world countries share their stories of their culture so that we have a
better understanding of the diverse populations that we care for in the hospital

and in our communities. We have begun to save and recycle medical supplies
so we can send them to third world countries. We talk about how we can
legislate for better health care in our country as well as globally..
!n conclusion, the Iargest health care threat in the world is HIV/AIDS and

the need for research and program development is overwhelming. With a
projected 18 million children orphaned by HIV/AIDS by the year 2020, the
nursing profession needs to be at the forefront of this crisis and take a more

active role in the prevention and care of those most affected, mainly the children.
Health is a human right and we must advocate for those on the margins of
society both in our communities and in ourworld. Nurses uniting together can
make a difference.
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APPENDIX 2
Consent Form for Children
You are invited to be in a research study of children's life experiences growing up
where HIV/AIDS affects your Iife and the life of yourfamily. You were selected as
a possible participant because you are old enough to understand. I ask that you
read

this form and ask questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by me as part of my master's thesis work in

Transcultural Nursing at Augsburg College.
I am doing a study on what children's lives are like and how does HIV/AIDS

affect your life. The reason for this study is so the nurses (sisters) can better
help care for children. Also I want to let other people in the world know what your
life is like in Namibia.

lf you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to have several private
conversation with me. I will only ask you to talk about what you are comfoftable
talking about. You will be asked to draw pictures and take pictures with a camera
of what is important in your life.

This study has several risks. One risk is that you need to be open and honest
about your life and that may mean sharing good and bad memories with me.
Know that at any time you can withdraw from the study, temporarily or
permanently. This study will be done in a private area and t will not be using
your real name. Another risk is that your friends may be upset that you were
chosen for the study. Unfortunately ! can only choose a srnall group for the
study. Hopefully your friends will be able to participate in other activities.
The direct benefits of participating in this study is that you will be given a journal
and colored pencils, copies of photos that you take and one year of school tuition
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( including uniform and books). The records of this study will be kept private. ln
any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make
it possible to identify you. Only lwill have access to the tape recordings.

Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your relationship w1h
me or with Jennifer. lf you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any
time without affecting those relationships and you will still receive a year of
schooling.

The researcher conducting this study is Annie Retter. You may ask any
questions you have now. Feel free to ask questions during the study as well. lwill
give you a copy of this form for you to keep.
I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received

answers to questions asked. I consent to participate in the study.

Signature-----
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APPENDIX 3
Consent Form in Oshivambo

Ganja ewi neshivo monkailamwenyo yuunona wagumwa koshikumungu hiv/aids
monamibia.
Oto hiwa wukuthe ombinga mekonakono nomeilongo menkalamwenyo dhunona mbono
waputuka mpono HIV/AIDS yaguma oonkalamwenyo dhawo,noodhakwanezimo yawo
Nowahogololwa wukuthe ombinga shono wakula nowuviteko okukala moshilongo muna
Muna aantu taya ehama omukithi gwoHIV/AIDS.ngame nangoye otatuka lesha
oombapila ndjino otovulu mpono waauvite nonkene tashiti okukutha ombinga.
Eilongo ndino olyalongekidhwa kuANNIE RETTER nondili omupangi paithatno momwi
Longi kotINITED STATE.eilongo ndino kungame onga ekutho mbinga lyanje meilongo
MASTER THESIS TRANSCULTURE NURSING KOCOLLEGE yaAUGSBURG.

EHUKU LYUYELELE
Elalakano lyeilongo;otandi ningi elongo moonkalamwenyo dhuunona nonkene OHIV/
AIDS tayikumu onkalamwenyo yoye elalakano aapangi yahwepopaleke okusila
oshipwiyu aanona.nondahala aantu muyuni yamone onkalamwenyo kutya odhili ngini mo

NAMIBIA.
OSHILANDULIKO
Ngele owa itayele okukutha ombinga ngame nongoye otatukapopya paumwene notandi
Kakwata mokacaseta shotatukundathana otandi kekupula owala wupopye shono wuwete
Shekuopalela oto kapulwa woo wuthaneke nokukutha omafano nethano [camera]iinima
Yasimana monkalamwenyo yoye otandi kega yogitha tandi kuthamo oocopy yimwe tandi
Yikupe yimwe tandi kala nayo papitikilo lyoye.
Omaupyakadhi/omauwanawa gokukutha ombinga

Limwe lyomomauwinayi olyo lyono kutya owapupmbwa wukale wamanguluka noto
popi oshili kombinga yonkalamwenyo yoye notatu kundathana iinima iiwanawa
niiwinayi monkalamwenyo yoye otovulu wikuthemo meilongo ngele itovulu pakathimbo
Nenge tashikalelele nongele owuwete kutya kuli monjolowele otandika popya
naABIGAIL MAPHOSA notatu kaninga onkambadhala wumone uuhaku pokaclinic
Popepi nongoye .
Eilongo ndino otaliningwa pehala lyagunjila itandika kalongitha edhina lyoye lyolela.
Nuupyakadhi uukwawo ookume koye otaya katsa ondumbo shono wahogololwa wukuthe
Ombinga okangundu owala okashona ndakutha nookume koye ingayakutha ombinga
Muyilwe"
Omauwanawa gukilila nakukutha ombinga otoka pewa okambo monotokashanga
iholekwa yoye yopaumwene oombapa nomauwanawa gamwe otaga pewaABIGAIL
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MAMPOSA ngono tagakakwathela uunona.

IIHOLEKWA
Ekwato ndino otali kakala lyaholekwa kehe mehokololo tandikaganja,itandi katulamo
uuyelele mbono tawuvulu okuku monikitha ongoye topopi.otandikalongitha owala
omafano pahalo lyoye.
[a]iinima otakahanagulwapo muMAY I .201 1
[b]iinima lamatyelele agehe otaga kakala gatulwa kukwe muMAY,20,2006.
Okuiyamba paushitwe melongo
Etokolo lyoye okukutha ombinga nenge okwa kutha itaku teyapo ekwatathano lyetu
nenge lyeni naEbigail.ngele owatokola wukuthe ombinga otovulu oku ikuthamo
Noitapukala etekepo lye kwatathano lyetweni noto pewa nga opena yoye yekala okambo

OMAKWATHANO MOMAPULO
Otovulu okupula omapulo ngono wunapo.kalawamanguluka wo okupula pethimbo
lyeyilongo. Otandikekupa ocopy yompapila ndjino yoye mwene.Abigail otaka kala woo
nokopi yimwe.
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APPENDIX 4
Questions Used to Facilitate Conversations with Children
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

I
I

Tell me about your family
What is your day like?
What does it mean to be healthy?
Who do you care for?
Who cares for you?
Can you tell me about a tome when you were happiest?
Can you tell me about a time when you were sad?
Do you know what HIV/AIDS is?
What do you want to be when you grow up?
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